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APPROACHES TO VOLUNTEER LEADERSHIP

It is a very scary feeling being before Extension workers from across thecountry to consider the topic of volunteer leadership.
I know so well howmuch expertise there is in this room because

I expect everyone in thisroom has had personal experience
working with volunteers. But Rhonwyndidn't ask me to come as an expert, she invited me to be "thought provok-ing" relating volunteer leadership to low income audiences. Well, Ienjoy being "thought provoking"--some of my colleagues might describe itwith even stronger language--and I truly admire Extension workers, so Iaccepted.

Let me begin with a couple of observations about audience and then spendmost of our time together
considering volunteers.

Spending most of the past two months on crutches or in a wheelchair was afantastic learning experience.
I wouldn't recommend it to you and yetthat is a very true statement in many ways. One of the learning experiences,was triggered by the comment of a friend, "Well Ginny, you have surelylearned how it feels to be handicapped, haven't you?" I wish I coulddescribe the feelings

I had as I replied, "No, I don't think I will everknow how it feels to be handicapped, but
I surely do understand the

limitations of walking with crutches, or working in a wheelchair." WasI nit-picking over words? I don't think so. I think attitudes arereflected in the words we use, and I think the very first step in workingwith volunteers with any audience is to examine your own attitudes. Doingthis myself as I was going over some Extension materials, I discoveredsome words I cannot use:

"Disadvantaged" -- By whose standards?

How--socially, physically, economically, culturally?
Compared with whom?

"Minority"--Everybody is in some minority. What do you really mean?Find a better word or attach an adjective (ex.--migrants,
Spanish-speaking minority).

If you can't describe your audience specifically,: you will never have thesatisfaction of knowing you reached them. I raise this issue because
I amstruggling with the terminology "low income." It is about as heterogeneous

as "teen-ager" or "senior citizen." Can we do anything to sharpen yourfocus? I have concern, too, that what may be descriptive terminology in aprofessional's plan of work can become a slap in the face if used in a face-to-face contact. Well, that's the first challenge--what is your attitudetoward "low income" audiences?

The second challenge is also relatively
personal and that is what diversityof experience are you bringing to your work with "low Income" audiences?Who have you listened to, who have you worked with directly, what have youread, how much volunteering have you done? I am distressed by the polarization

I sense in programs for "low income" audiences. On one end are those whomaintain unless you are poor you can't work with those who are. On the otherend are the folks who read Michael Harrington's Other America and have been"doing good" ever since. Of course, I am exaggerating to make a point but
Ithink Extension personnel are in a position to meet the need for communicationbridges between first hand experiences and expert opinion.
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I vividly recall one of my early experiences
with a "low income" audience.I was a home agent in a county with a central city of about 90,000. TheHome Council and I were concerned that we weren't reaching "low income"homemakers in parts of the city so I talked to the Director of a SettlementHouse that had pretty good neighborhood contacts. She liked the idea butlooked straight at me and said, "Honey, you can't teach these women, youare too sophisticated." Well, I have been called quite a few things but

Iassure you that was the first and the last time I was "sophisticated."
Iagreed that some of our homemaker

volunteers could probably teach betterthan I but it would be difficult for me to ask them to do something I hadn'tdone or tried to do. She agreed to get a group (with the lure of freebabysitting and refreshments) and I would have a disucssion about money manage-ment "Too Much Week for the Money." Well, to make a long story short, thatdiscussion ranged from food shopping to credit, to the dress
I was wearing,to birth control, and we came out with the start of a program that wentfor sometime. I developed two convictions then which have held up for meeven though I have read experts who disagree. (1) Be yourself--don't tryto be one of "them." (2) Know what you have to contribute--don't expectthem to know everything they want or need.

I think it is absolutely vitalto test the validity of your first-hand experiences against a wider back-ground of experience through reading, workshops, etc., and I think it isjust as vital to test theory in practical application.

So these are two key questions
I see coming continually:

What is your attitude toward "low income" audiences?

What diversit of ex eri ence are ou brin i to our work withlow income" audiences?

Now lets turn to a framework for volunteer
leadership development. Therehas been a gre..t deal written in this area, and I assume most of you haveread a.variety of theories. If you want specific

information, question meat the end and I will be glad to suggest some bibliographies. Milt Boyceand the 4-H Leadership-Development Committee have adopted and modifiedleadership development models to a version
I assume most of you are acquaintedwith. I would like to suggest a modified version for your consideration inrelating to "low income" audiences. It is based on an experience

I had asa high school home economics
teacher some years ago. There was a juniorhigh class in food preparation and one girl was asked to peel an onion.Well, no one was watching and she peeled and peeled until the onion was allgone! What I would like to offer for your consideration is a volunteerleadership development onion peeled by McCormick. I hope there is someonion left!

Three steps for volunteer development:

Get them involved with your program

Iestivethemttiertleedtosucceed.
Let them know thear$yatapmciatecl.
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Let us consider each step in relation to the challenge of this workshop --"low income" audiences and see if we can't raise some thought provoking
questions for your discussion and your decisions.

Get them involved with your program.

Try something with me. On some paper you have there write a sentence often words or less that tells me (a "low income" person who has never heardof Extension before) what your program can do to help me.

Some of you seem to find that easy and others fairly hard -- probably basedon the experience you have had, but I assure you I wouldn't dare approacha new audience unless
I could do exactly that: 1. State simply what Ican provide that they might find useful. 2. Be prepared to deliver ifthey accept. Some of you are beginning to say to yourselves -- she istalking about promotion. You are right, I am, but I am focusing oncontent, not method. I think Extension is sometimes inclined to focus

through the wrong end of the binoculars. Look at your sentence again --can it be used in-face-to face conversation? An opening line for a PTAgroup? A newspaper article headline? A radio spot? I am betting youthat if you can develop the "what," several "hows" will suggest themselves.The first step in involvement is knowing about the program. That is a
very traditional concept but

I am challenging you to be able to describeyour program to the person who's asking "what is in it for me."

Another important concept in leadership development is identification,but again I wonder if most of the research has been focusing on the rightthing. Which comes first, the person or the job?
I guess the older Iget the less faith

I have in the "great man" theory of leadership.
I havenever met someone who can't do something nor have I met anyone who can doeverything. I look at volunteer leadership and "low income" audiences,the identification process seems to me to be first and foremost a job

identification problem. Can you describe the job that needs to be done
specifically? 'How many small pieces can the job be divided into? Then,and only then, do I feel ready to consider who might be good for that jobor to ask for recommendations.

Again, a word about terminology. I don'thave much luck when
I go looking for "leaders." It is meaningless and

frightening, especially among "low income" audiences; people do not havethe self image. I have had good success finding people to "help" do ajob.

There is another concept which is an important part of becoming involvedand that is the concept of recruitment. What does the term "volunteer"mean to you?
I once threw a dime on the floor and bet a 4-H agent thathe could let everyone who walked into his office and "volunteered" to be aleader stand on it. Every "volunteer" I have ever met was made aware ofa need and persuaded that he could make a contribution to its solution.That is recruitment and you may find it takes longer and you have to tryharder and you have to get more help when you are working with people whohave little experience in being "needed." You are giving them quite acompliment though, so keep tryin4 Another aspect of recruitment whichbecomes critical when you are concerned with "low income" audiences is
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Extension's need to get organized. Does a volunteer have to have her home
address and phone number on your mailing list to be legitimate? That is a
..ure,turn-off for many people. How flexible can you be and still know who
is going to help with the job that has to be done by tomorrow?

Well, I am sure you can raise other points as you discuss this. How many
steps it takes to get someone involved with your program depends on so
many things -- his awareness of your program, the jobs to be done, his con-
cepts of himself, etc. I prefer to word it the way I have because I run
into so many volunteers who can't remember how they got started. "I just
.tarted helping and here I am." To me that is the essential -- get people
involved with your program.

It really is a short step from getting people involved with your program to
giving them the support they need to succeed. By working it that way I

can avoid the whole "training" versus "education" agrument, which frankly
I prefer to do.

In my previous talk about jobs and people to do them, you may have noted
an assumption that people already know how to do quite a few things. I

am a firm believer in recruiting people to do some things they know how to
do and letting them do it. Don't fall into the trap of assuming "low
income" means ignorant. A couple of years ago Fred Bruny and 1 worked
with a pilot program on male leadership and one of our premises was that
we could find men to teach things boys wanted to learn from their own
expertise on the job or as a hobby -- no training meetings. And it
worked -- no problem. Of course, volunteer jobs, like most jobs, soon
lead to the more you do, the more you want to know. That is the growth
process and the need for support if one is to succeed.

Over the years Extension has been very creative about supporting volunteers
and giving them the help they need to succeed. if I had any criticism, it
would be our tendency to find a good method and use it to death. Those of
you who have been through the "leader's guides" and "training meeting" cycles
know what I mean. Successful support of "low income" leaders involves a
lot of flexibility -- a great variety of methods.

I remember early in the
EFNEP Program in Ohio, the Extension specialists began developing some one
page guides for leaders that told them step by step what to do in a food
preparation meeting with a group of kids. it wasn't long before the
"regular" 4-H leaders discovered these and started requesting them in
amounts that staggered the EFNEP printing budget. in the midst of the up-
roar, I remember having to yell, "hey, you have discovered something that
works a lot better than training meetings." So we started printing larger
quantities and do you know what the leaders did -- started improving on
them,substituting, adding, dropping. You guessed it -- another uproar.
But that is the joy and the risk of asking people to do a job. They may
outgrow "your" way of doing it. If volunteers are going to succeed, they
will need a variety of support-resource materials, experts to call, work-
shops they can attend, etc. Be flexible and provide variety. With "low
income" volunteers many of us seem to have more success if we provide
information in small chunks close to the time it is to be used. To me,
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support is a broader work than either education or training. It includesthe workbooks on vitamins, the workshop on using a pressure canner, thefilm strip on brushing teeth, teaming up with another mother to supervisepizza making, or "helping" the nutrition aide make jelly from fall apples.It Is helping the volunteer succeed with the Job to be done. One uniquekind of support may be necessary as you work with "low Income" volunteersand that is supplies or on the job expenses. Middle or upper incomevolunteers frequently make a substantial economic contribution. Be sensitivehere to the fine line between everyone's need to share and economic hard-ship.

There are some subtle implications about the wording of this concept; muchtoo important to be missed. Note the focus on the volunteer. Somebodyhas to go through the job piece by piece and .le where the person feelscomfortable and where help will be needed. Inuividual orientation beginsto seem time consuming to some people and they start hunting shortcuts,grouping people together for the things they know everybody needs. I amconvinced this is a deceptive shortcut that loses time in the long run foryou and for the volunteer. (Clark County - new leaders) Time, like money,can be spent or it can be invested.
Orientation which provides two-waycommunication seems to me a terrific investment. A second implication ofthis wording is tied to the word succeed. This implies some criteria.What evidence are you going to aciTTEr success? Sometimes I think weneed educational objectives to guarantee volunteers and ourselves frustra-tion. "EFNEP youth to learn to appreciate

nutritional snacks." if youwant the kids to drink milk twice a day, say so. Support the volunteerwith some Jazzy recipes for milk drinks and some questions that willprovide good feedback.

Talk with volunteers and find out how they are succeeding. Expressionsof frustration let you know what kinds of additional support are needed.Be alert for signs of new growth -- readiness for new learning, newexperiences.

It is another short
step from' feeling successful to feeling appreciated,the last concept

I would like to consider in depth. Let them know theyare appreciated. It is an important difference -- one that may well makethe difference between continuing to work with a program and dropping out.So lets focus hard on what makes a "low income"
volunteer feel appreciated.

S mbols of rou identit are man times im ortant, especially if being.part o a group is a new experience. I am sure you have experienced avariety of such symbols; membership cards; certificates, badvts, pins,ribbons, etc. I really think you have to experiment with this one. Somepeople are embarrassed by symbols. Some symbols lose meaning becauseeverybody has one. Some symbols are treasured beyond all logical reason- -let me cite a couple of examples.
I recall a county that had a walletsize ID card for 4-H leaders. This entitled the bearer to certain specialprivileges not the least of which was free admission to the county fair.Another county that

I recall had name badges with a ribbon (like Judges)which 4-H leaders wore during the county fair. Both of these were highlyprized by EFNEP youth leaders. Sorry I sound like an advocate of countyfairs--I am sure they are a mixed blessing but there Is a point I do think
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is worth making. Extension has some very positive group images in 4-H
clubs and home economics Extension clubs. They won't appeal to 100 per-cent of the "low income" audience any more than they appeal to 100 per- ,cent of the "middle class" audience but where they have status for heavenssake why not capitalize on it.

Another part of feeling appreciated is enhancing yourself image. ALthis stage I find it helpful to use the very words
I avoid at the recruit-ment stage. Let me cite an example. An EFNEP aide working with a home-maker might express willingness to demonstrate use of a pressure canner

and indicate three or four others who are also interested. "Would it beall right if they came over and we worked in your kitchen?" The nextLime she sees the homemaker she can express thanks for her being the hostess.You can do the same thing with the roles of leader or teacher. Present therole in a non-threatening way and express appreciation with a word which
enhances the person's self image. Self image is also formed by the
relationship among volunteers and employees. Are volunteers treated as
responsible members of the team? Appreciate the person they are as wellas the job they are doing.

There is an aspect of this that is almost too obvious to mention, that is
to ex ress appreciation verbal] in writin , a mutual smile or sigh of
relief -- anyway which is sincere. This seems so simple that

I am constantlyamazed by the professionals who have difficulty.
I think it is much the

borne principle as the expression of love among family members. In ahealthy relationship it is not only there; it is openly and sincerely
expressed. But beware of automatic praise. I worked as a volunteer with
one agency where

I believe every time I met the director she commented onwhat a "fabulous" job she heard J was doing. Appreciation must be sincere,
preferably close to the time of action, delivered with a personal touch.

When I was talking about success a few minutes ago
I indicated it was ashort step to feeling appreciated. But it helps "low income" people who

probably haven't experienced many successes if you verbalize it. Other-wise, they may miss it or fail to believe that they had a part in it orthat you noticed. This can be a very simple statement of fact, "Jimmy issurely much less disruptive since you got him interested in cooking."

These are probably enough examples to explain the philosophy behind the
three key statements which I am sure some of you thought were overlysimple. I would be delighted if they are simple; so simple that theybecame as automatic to our way of working as breathing. In the beginning
I stated them from the perspective of the professional, but I find theywork just as well if I flip them to the viewpoint of the volunteer.

Gel involved with a program you believe in.
Know where to get the help you need to do the job right.
Find satisfaction in knowing you are needed.
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Surely by now you are saying, but that's a process for all volunteer leader-
ship development. You are right. To me the basic principles apply to all
audiences. Some people have a tradition of volunteering and to others itis a new role. Because I have a tradition of experience with volunteers
and know how often they accomplish the impossible I have fantastic
expectations. It helps me to deal with the frustrations of working harder
and longer with some audiences to remind myself that this is a new role--they are "inexperienced" volunteers. I even go sofaras to think of some-thing new I am learning--like golf--and think how dumb I must look to thepro. It does wonders for my patience--try it.

Well, here I am, back to one's own attitude. My thoughts about volunteers
began there. If I provoked yours, I will be glad to discuss questions,
but when you come full circle, its time to stop.

/WM
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